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ABSTRACT 
Mutations in the cl (repressor) gene were induced by gamma-ray  irradiation of lambda  phage 

and of prophage,  and 121 mutations were sequenced.  Two-thirds of the mutations in irradiated 
phage assayed in recA host cells (no induction of the SOS response) were G:C to A:T transitions; 
it is hypothesized that these may arise during DNA replication from  adenine mispairing with a 
cytosine product  deaminated by irradiation. For irradiated  phage assayed  in host cells  in  which the 
SOS response had been induced,  85% of the mutations were base substitutions, and in 40 of the 41 
base changes,  a  preexisting base pair had been replaced by an A:T pair; these might come from 
damaged bases acting as AP (apurinic or apyrimidinic) sites. The  remaining mutations were 1 and 
2 base deletions. In  irradiated  prophage, base change mutations involved the substitution of both 
A: T and of G :  C  pairs for  the preexisting pairs;  the substitution of G: C pairs shows that some base 
substitution mechanism acts on the cell genome but not on the phage. In  the  irradiated  prophage, 
frameshifts and a significant number of gross rearrangements were also found. 

I ONIZING radiation was the first  agent shown to 
be  mutagenic (MULLER 1927) and, except  for 

oxygen, may be the mutagenic (and carcinogenic) 
agent to which more  humans  are exposed than any 
other. Although the  literature  on  mutagenesis by 
ionizing radiation is immense, relatively few studies 
have  been  directed at  an  understanding of the mech- 
anisms at  the molecular level. The large number of 
radiation  products  induced in DNA, probably over 
100 (HUTCHINSON 1985), makes correlating  mutage- 
nesis with radiation  products  a  formidable task. In 
addition, ionizing radiation  induces  fewer  mutations 
per surviving bacterial cell or phage  than,  for ex- 
ample,  does ultraviolet light or nitrosoguanidine, and 
therefore is harder to study. 

This  paper describes the  induction by gamma rays 
of clear  plaque  mutants in lambda  phage,  both as 
free  phage  and as prophage inserted in the genomes 
of lysogens. The DNA of phage with mutations in 
the  lambda cZ (repressor)  gene  were  sequenced in 
the region of interest  to determine  the changes in 
base sequence  induced by gamma rays, From  these 
and  other results,  deductions have been  drawn con- 
cerning  both  the mutagenic specificity of gamma rays 
and  the mutagenic mechanisms at work. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Bacteria  and  phage: The host strain used for most ex- 
periments was  Escherichia  coli AB1 157 arg his  leu pro thr ara 
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gal lac  mtl xy1 thi s t p  suppE44. The phage was lambda cI857 
indl Oam29 b515  b519 Tn2(xis-exo), derived from a  strain 
described by KLECKNER, ROTH and BOTSTEIN  (1977). The 
lysogen used was this phage  incorporated  into AB1 157. A 
derivative unable to adsorb lambda was made by isolating 
lysogens able to grow  in the presence of lambda vir, then 
selecting a  nonrevertible  clone that could not utilize mal- 
tose. For experiments with  cells lacking the SOS-dependent 
mutagenic  response, the strains were AB2463 recAl3 arg 
his  leu pro thr ala gal lac  mtl xy1 thi s t p  supE44 (derived from 
AB1 157) and RW8212  umuC36 (WOOD and  HLTCHINSON 
1984),  again  a derivative of AB1157. 

Media  and  plates: Cells were grown in K medium: 1 g/ 
liter  NH4Cl,  5.9 g/liter Na2HP04, 3 g/liter KH2P04, 0.25 
g/liter MgS04 * 7H20, 11 mg/liter CaC12, 0.1 mg/liter 
thiamine, 1% (w/v) glucose, and  1% (w/v) casamino acids 
(decolorized). Cells to which phage were adsorbed were 
grown  in KM medium, the same as K medium  except 1% 
maltose was substituted for glucose. Plaques were assayed 
on lambda plates, for which the medium was: 1 g/liter 
NaCl, 5 glliter Bacto Tryptone (Difco), 8 g/liter Bacto 
Peptone (Difco) and 15 g/liter Bacto agar (Difco). The 
phage-host cell complexes were spread  on lambda plates 
in 2.5 ml top  agar: 8 g/liter NaCI, 5  ghiter Bacto Tryptone, 
5 g/liter Bacto Peptone, and 6 g/liter Bacto agar. Phage 
were diluted in a  buffer:  6 mM Tris * HCI (pH 7.2) and 
2.5 g/liter MgS04 . 7H20. 

Mutagenesis by Pmma rays: Lysogens were suspended 
at  about 3 x 10 /ml In Luria broth: 10 g/liter Bacto 
Tryptone, 5 g/liter yeast extract (Difco), 10 ghiter NaCl, 
and 0.12 g/liter NaOH.  The Sam  les were surrounded by 
crushed ice and irradiated in a Co source  at  a  dose rate 
of about 10 kR2 per  hr. Lambda  phage were suspended  at 
about 2 X 109/ml in  a  concentrated nutrient  broth: 40 g/ 
liter Bacto Tryptone, 20 giliter yeast extract, 10 g/liter 

B 

units: cfu, colony-forming units. 
* Abbreviations used in  this paper: kR. kilorad; pfu, playue-forming 
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NaCl, and 0.12 g/liter NaOH. Irradiation was at  room 
temperature in the same source, with some shaking of the 
sample approximately every 100 kR for  aeration. 

Mutagenesis in phage was assayed by diluting the  irra- 
diated sample with buffer and adsorbing  the  phage,  at  a 
multiplicity of infection (original titer  before  irradiation) 
of 0.1, to host cells grown in KM medium  at  3 X 10*/ml. 
Plaque-forming units were determined by spreading suit- 
able dilutions with  A15  lawn  cells  in soft agar on lambda 
plates and incubating  overnight  at 30". Mutants were 
measured by spreading 30,000 to 50,000 host cell-phage 
complexes with  A15  lawn  cells in soft agar on lambda 
plates, and counting clear plaques after 24 hr incubation 
at 30" (HUTCHINSON  and  STEIN 1977). Mutants with muta- 
tions in cI were determined by a  complementation test 
(BELFORT, NOFF and  OPPENHEIM 1975). 

Mutagenesis in prophage was determined by a fluctua- 
tion-type assay  as described in RESULTS. 

Sequencing the  mutants: The locations of  the mutations 
in the c l  gene were determined within approximately 100 
base pairs by crossing each mutant with a series of phages 
having known deletions in the cl  gene, as previously de- 
scribed (SKOPEK  and  HUTCHINSON 1982). A  large  fraction 
of the mutations selected for sequencing were those map- 
ping between base pairs 1 and 255; of the  3 x 255 = 765 
possible single base changes in this region of the gene, 163 
do not change  the  amino acid, 257 have been observed as 
mutations in the assay  as described (various results from 
this laboratory), and 4 increase repressor activity (HOCHS- 
CHILD, IRWIN  and  PTASHNE 1983). Effects of the  remaining 
341 base changes are not yet known, but  the rate of 
discovering new mutants suggests that many will be scored 
as mutations. The fraction of  base changes in the remainder 
of the  gene that are detected as mutations is much lower 
(LIEB 1981; HUTCHINSON  and WOOD 1987). 

Despite the supE suppressor in all the host strains, two 
of the seven amber codons formed by single base substitu- 
tions in base pairs 1-255 are detected in the assay  as 
described, apparently because the suppressor in strain 
AB1 I57 is relatively inefficient. Even  if none of the re- 
maining five can be detected in this assay, this is less than 
2% of the base changes known to be detectable, a small 
price to pay for knowledge of the mutation sites. 

Mutants generated by assaying irradiated  phage in SOS- 
induced host cells were sequenced as  follows. The  mutant 
DNA was digested with HindIII, EcoRI and XmnI restriction 
endonucleases (New England Biolabs, Beverley MA) and 
ligated into M13mp18 RF-DNA (MESSING 1983) that  had 
previously been cleaved with  EcoRI and  HindIII.  The 
lambda EcoRI-Hind111 fragment  containing base pairs 1  to 
352 of the c l  gene is the only EcoRI-Hind111 fragment  that 
is uncut by Xmnl. Most ligated circles contained the desired 
fragment, which was then amplified by growing MI3 phage 
(MESSING 1983) and sequencing by the  Sanger dideoxy 
method. A few mutations between base pairs 352 and the 
carboxy terminus of the gene (base pair 714) were se- 
quenced by the  MAXAM-GILBERT (1977) method, as previ- 
ously described (SKOPEK and  HUTCHINSON 1982). 

The  other mutants were sequenced as  follows. A few 
micrograms of mutant DNA were purified by a variant of 
the methods given in MANIATIS, FRITSCH and  SAMBROOK 
1982:  the  phage were isolated by the glycerol step  method 
(pp. 83-84), the DNA extracted by treatment with protein- 
ase K, phenol and chloroform (p. 85), and  the large DNA 
fibers wound out  on a capillary pipette after  the addition 
of one volume of isopropanol (HOTCHKISS 1957). After the 
lambda DNA had been cut with  EcoRI endonuclease, 1 pg, 
in  12 pl of MESSING'S (1983) sequencing buffer with 2 ng 
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of a suitable 15-mer oligonucleotide primer, was incubated 
in an  Eppendorf tube at 95" for  5 min. The tube was quick 
chilled in an ice bath, then incubated for 30 min  in a water 
bath  at 30". The desired section of  DNA  was sequenced by 
extending  the primer with E .  coli polymerase I (Klenow 
fragment,  IBI, New Haven CT) in the presence of dideoxy 
nucleotides, using essentially the procedure described by 
MESSING (1983). 

RESULTS 

The major  result of this work is the  determination 
of the DNA sequence  changes  induced by gamma 
ray mutagenesis of lambda  phage and  prophage. 
Before  describing  these, the effects of the SOS re- 
sponse in the E .  coli host cells (WALKER  1984) on 
mutagenesis will be  examined. 

Dependence of gamma-ray  mutagenesis  on  the 
S O S  response: The  number of clear plaque  lambda 
mutantdpfu increased linearly with gamma ray dose 
for  phage assayed in unirradiated  (non-SOS-induced) 
AB1  157 host cells (Figure 1)  (BRESLER,  KALININ and 
SUSLOVA  1982); the increase with dose was also about 
the same  for  phage assayed in unirradiated AB2963 
recA (data  not  shown) (see also BRESLER, KALININ and 
SUSLOVA  1982) and RW8212 umuC host cells (data 
not  shown). Thus, gamma rays differ  from ultraviolet 
light, which induces only  very  low  levels  of mutage- 
nesis in lambda  phage assayed  in untreated host cells 
(WEIGLE  1953;  WACKERNAGEL and WINKLER  1971), 
or in recA (MIURA and TOMIZAWA 1968) or umuC cells 
(KATO and SHINOURA 1977). 

For  phage assayed  in AB  1  157 host cells in which 
the SOS response was induced by irradiation with 30 
J/m2 of 254 nm light, the  frequency of mutation was 
linear in gamma-ray  dose  to  the  phage, and seven- 
fold greater  than  for  uninduced host cells (Figure 1) 
(BRESLER,  KALININ and SUSLOVA  1982). 

Irradiation of AB1  157 host cells by gamma rays 
also induced  the SOS response  (Figure 2) (BRESLER, 
KALININ and SUSLOVA  1982), and increased mutants/ 
pfu  to  about  the same maximum level as did  irradia- 
tion by ultraviolet light (see caption,  Figure 2). In 
AB1  157 cells, 2.5 kR of gamma rays induces three 
different  SOS-dependent responses to about 63% of 
the maximum: increased mutagenesis in lambda 
phage  (Figure 2), Weigle reactivation of lambda 
phage (MARTIGNONI and HASELBACHER 1980), and 
increased RecA protein (KAZANIS et d .  1982). 

DNA sequence  changes in irradiated  phage as- 
sayed in SOS-induced  host cells: DNA sequence 
changes were determined  in clear plaque  mutants in 
lambda  phage  irradiated with 600 kR of gamma rays 
and  adsorbed to AB1  157 host cells  in  which the SOS 
response  had  been  induced by 30 J/m2  of 254 nm 
light. The irradiation  reduced  plaque-forming ability 
to 4% of controls, and increased the  frequency  of 
clear plaque  formers  from -1 X 1 0 - 5 / p f ~  to 160 X 

10 - jlpfu. 
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FIGURE 1.-Clear-plaque mutant induction response following 
gamma irradiation of lambda  phage. Lambda cI857 indl Ap' Oam 
phage  suspended in four-fold  concentrated Luria broth (10 g/liter 
NaCI) were irradiated at 10 kWhr in  a '"Co gamma-ray source at 
room temperature.  The phage were adsorbed  at  a multiplicity of 
infection of 0.1 to AB 1 157 host cells, either unirradiated cells (0) 
or host cells given 30 J/m2 of 254 nm light to induce the SOS 
response (0). The complexes were spread on agar with A15 lawn 
cells, incubated overnight  at 30", and  pfu  and clear plaque formers 
counted. 

Seventy-three CZ mutants of independent origin 
were isolated from well separated mutant plaques. 
Three mutations mapped in the  operator-promoter 
region, 38 between  base  pairs 1 and 255 in the d 
gene, 26 between  base  pairs 256 and 714, 1 as a cy 
mutation,  and 5 were not reliably mapped. The DNA 
of  all 38 with mutations between  base pairs 1 to 255 
were sequenced, as  well  as 8 others. The results are 
given in Figure 3 and summarized in Table 1. 

The predominant type  of mutation was the base 
substitution, and Table 1 shows a most striking spec- 
ificity. In 40 of 41 base substitutions, an A: T base 
pair has replaced the original pair-either a G :  C 
pair to make a transition, or  a T :  A or C : G pair for 
a transversion. Only one substitution of G: C for  a 
preexisting pair was found. 

Two mutants had two  base substitutions each (Fig- 
ure 3). The two mutations in the same mutant were 
separated by 12 and by 17 base pairs, larger separa- 
tions than  for  the double base substitutions induced 
by ultraviolet light (WOOD, SKOPEK and HUTCHINSON 
1984; LECLERC et al. 1984) and,  therefore, probably 
of different origin. They  are unlikely  to  have arisen 
from two independent events, and may reflect the 
clustering of damage sites from ionizing radiation, 
as  shown  by, e.g., DNA double-strand breaks (HUTCH- 
INSON 1985). 

The only other type  of mutation was the frameshift, 
7 of 48 mutations sequenced. The overall frequency 
of frameshifts in the CZ gene will  be higher than 7 of 
48  (15%), because  most mutations selected for se- 
quencing were those mapping between  base pairs 1 

0 5 IO 
r-ray dose to  host  cells, kR 

FIGURE 2.-Evaluation  of the SOS-induction response of 
AB1 157 cells by gamma rays. Lambda c1857 i d  Ap' Oam phage 
suspended  in  four-fold  concentrated Luria broth (10 g/liter NaCI) 
were irradiated at 10 kWhr with 500 kR of '"Co gamma rays. The 
phage were adsorbed, at a multiplicity of infection of 0.1, to 
AB1157 host cells that  had been irradiated with gamma rays for 
various times in 1 X Luria  broth  at ice temperature.  The adsorbed 
complexes were mixed with A15 lawn  cells, spread in soft agar, 
and incubated overnight at 30". Both total pfu  and  the number of 
clear plaque formers were determined.  The same phage assayed 
on AB1  157 host cells given 30 J/m2 of 254 nm light showed 46 X 

clear plaque formers/pfu. The plot is  of 7 + 39 (1 - exp( - D/ 
2.5)), with dose D in kR. 

TABLE 1 

Mutations  induced by gamma rays in  the cl gene of lambda 
phage 

Mutation 

G:C+A:T 
A:T+G:C 
G:C-+T:A 
A:T+T:A 
G:C-+C:G 
A : T - C : G  
- 1 Frameshift 
+ 1 Frameshift 
- 2 Frameshifts 
- 1 Frameshift with 

Gross rearrangements 
Totals 

associated base change 

SOS-induced Phage in 
Phage in 

cells recA cells Prophage 

20 
0 

14 
6 
0 
1 
6 
0 
1 
0 

0 
48 
- 

13 
3 
2 
0 
0 
0 
2 
0 
1 
0 

0 
21 
- 

11 
8 
6 
8 
4 
1 
7 
1 
0 
3 

3 
52 
- 

and 255, the region in  which a base substitution is 
most  likely  to  cause a significant loss  of repressor 
activity  (see MATERIALS AND METHODS). 

Sequence  changes in irradiated  phage  assayed in 
recA host cells: Lambda phage suspended in 4 x  
concentrated nutrient broth were irradiated with 500 
kR of  gamma  rays and assayed  in AB2463 recA host 
cells. The plaque-forming ability  was 1% of unirra- 
diated controls, and  the mutation rate was 20 X 

clear mutantdpfu, compared to -1 X clear 
mutantdpfu  for  unirradiated phage. Fifty-four of 
1 10 clear plaque mutants had mutations in cZ, of 
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T  T - A  T T A  t . . . .ACC6CCAlW  6TAAAA.. . . TGC6GT6ATA GATTTAACGT AT6 AGC  ACA AAA AA6 AAA CCA TTA ACA  CAA  GAG CA6  CTT  6A6 
- 70 - 60 - 20 -10 1 20 40 

C 

a 11  A - ( GA) t 
-A AA a TA  gC - A  - G  T T t  
6AC  6CA  C6T  C6C  CTT AAh 6CA  ATT  TAT GAA AM AA6 AAA AAT 6AA CTT  6GC  TTA  TCC CA6 6AA TCT GTC 6CA  6AC AA6 

60 80 100 
G -G3 TG C A - A  T  -A4 T4 CT -C G T C  T 

120 

- C  Tg -C A -A T A A5T -A5 
-G 

t t t A  a 
-9  A A A  T A T A   a A t  A T   A a  

AT6 666 AT6 666 CA6  TCA  66C 6TT 66T 6CT  TTA J”T AAT 6 6 C  ATC  AAT  6CA TTA M T  6CT  TAT AAC  GCC 6CA TT6 CTT 
140 160 180 

T A T   T A   G T  A A  C G CT 
T [ . . C  GTT  ATA AGC . ]  [TTT AAT GGC ATC AAT GCA TTA] G 

t - (c  a)  t 
T - a  c A  aA  Tc T T  T  T A 12 T 

ACA AM ATT  CTC AAA 6TT A6C 6TT 6AA 6AA T” A6C  CCT  TCA  ATC  6CC  A6A 6AA ATC  TAC GA6 AT6  TAT GAA GC6  6TT 
200 220 240 260 

+A A T G  
T T -C 

T  T  T -T - G  T 
A 6 f   A T 6  CAG  CCG TCA  CTT  A6A  A6T  6AG  TAT  6AG  TAC  CCT 6TT TTT . . . AGA CTT 666 66T 6AT . . . GCT AGT CA6 T66 

280  300 320 560 690 
+IS5 A 

FIGURE 3.-Mutations induced by gamma rays in the c l  gene. The sequence is given with  base numbers  from SAUER (1978). Mutations 
indicated above the sequence are  for irradiated phage: those in capital letters are for phage assayed in SOS-induced cells, those in lower 
case for phage assayed in recA cells. Mutations below the sequence are those in  irradiated  prophage. Deleted and inserted bases are 
indicated by ( - )  and (+). Mutations in the same mutant  are in  parentheses or given the same subscript number. The 10-base sequence 
in the  sauare brackets is substituted for base oairs 139-152: the  underlined sequence between bases 154 and 174 is repeated, as  shown by 
the insert in square brackets, between bases 174 and 175. 

which 4  mapped in the  operator/promoter, 28 be- 
tween base pairs l and 255, and 22 between base 
pairs 256 and 714.  Twenty with mutations  mapping 
between base pairs  1 and 255 were sequenced, as 
well as one  other, with results shown in Figure 3 and 
summarized in Table 1. 

Thirteen of the 2  1  mutations were G :  C to A: T 
transitions. Thus such  transitions are 13/21 = 0.62 
(95%  confidence limits of 0.40-0.82) of the mutations 
induced by gamma rays in the absence of SOS-related 
processing. 

Of  the 21 mutants  sequenced, one  on average 
would be  expected  to  be of spontaneous  origin,  and 
the probability that  three or  more  are  spontaneous 
is only 0.066. Thus,  at least some transversions and 
frameshifts  (Table 1) are caused by gamma rays in 
host cells without an inducible SOS response. 

Sequence  changes in irradiated  prophage: A 
lambda lysogen of AB1 157 unable to adsorb  lambda 
phage was irradiated in 1 X nutrient  broth  at ice 
temperature with 41 kR of 6oCo gamma rays, which 
fully induced  the SOS response  (Figure  2) and  re- 
duced  colony-forming ability to 20% of controls. 

The induced  mutation rate was determined by a 
variant of the fluctuation test. The irradiated  culture 
was diluted 1000-fold with fresh  nutrient  broth, to 
3.4 X lo4 cfu/ml. Twenty samples of 0.5  ml each 
and  at  four  different two-fold dilutions were incu- 
bated for 5 h,  and each tube  scored for clear plaque 
mutants by adding a drop of chloroform  and  spread- 
ing  the  contents with lawn cells on agar. The “dilution 
method” of FISHER and YATES (1963) allowed a 
calculation of the mean number of mutants  per  tube 
at  each of the various dilutions,  from which a  muta- 
tion rate of (14 f 2) X IOp5 cleardcfu was inferred. 
A similar group of 20 tubes  incubated for 6 hr showed 
the same  mutation  rate, (14 * 2) X cleardcfu. 

T o  generate  mutants  for sequencing,  a similar 
culture of lysogens was irradiated  the following day, 
with colony-forming ability 25% of controls. The 
irradiated  culture was diluted 1000-fold with fresh 
nutrient  broth,  and 0.5-ml aliquots with 2.5 x lo4 
cfu each were put  into 1 15 small tubes. Tubes assayed 
at hourly  intervals showed no change in cfu for  the 
first  2 hr, then  an exponential increase to  6 X lo6 
cfu/tube  at  6  hr. 
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1 5 3 - A   T - 1 7 7  
T -  
i .  
T -  

C G  
G C  

T T  
G T  
G A  

* T  
T A  
T A  

137 G  C 191 ~. 

C G  
5”ATGGGGCAGTCAGG CCGCATTGCTTACA-3‘ 

<-CAGT  GGCGTAACGAATGT-5’ 
G C  
C G  
A T  
A T  
T A  
A T  
T A  
T A  
C G  
G C  

153-T A - 1 7 7  
A T  

A T  
A T  

T A  
T A  

1 5 9 - A   T - 1 7 1  
c .  

C G  
G C  
T A  

A T  
G T  n 

After 6 hr incubation at 30°,  107 tubes were  assayed 
for  pfu. Each tube had  a few hundred turbid wild- 
type plaque formers;  four tubes contained a single 
clear plaque former,  and 98 had many  (typically 100- 
300) clear plaque formers. The mean number of 
mutant lysogenshube, -ln([107 - 102]/107) = ‘3, 
was too high to  make a good estimate from these 
data; instead, the mutation rate was assumed  to  be 
that measured the previous day, which  would  give 
14 X X 2.5 X lo4 = 3.4 mutant lysogedtube, 
consonant with the approximate value quoted above. 

A fluctuation test  with unirradiated control cells, 
carried out  at  the same  time  as the main irradiation 
experiment, showed that about 0.30 mutation per 
lo7 cfu was  of spontaneous origin (the details  of the 
method will  be published elsewhere). Thus, of the 
3.4 mutants in a tube that contained 6 X lo6 cfu 
after 6 hr growth, 0.18 or 5% were spontaneous. 

Clear plaque mutants were  isolated from 101 tubes 

FICURE 4.--Suggested schemes for the formation of two mu- 
tations found in  lambda prophage irradiated  with  gamma  rays. 
The hairpins  shown for the strands  with  wild  type  sequence  were 
predicted by B. W. GLICKMAN (personal  communication)  before 
the mutations  had  been identified. The scheme in (A) was suggested 
by R. D. WOOD. 

153 111 

5”GCTTTATTTAATGGCATCAATGCATTAAA TGCT-3’ 
<-AATAAATTACCGTAGTTACGTAATTT ACGA-5’ 

5”GCTTTATTTAATGGCATCAATGCATTAAA TGCT-3’ 
<--AAT ACGA- 5 ’ 

A T  

A T  
A T  

T A  

159  A  T 1 7 1  
T A  

c *  
C G  
G C  
T A  

B A T  
G T  

with clear plaque formers, as  were 10 from separate 
tubes in the fluctuation experiment on  the previous 
day  (see  above) and two from an earlier irradiation 
experiment carried out in the same way.  Of these 
1 13 independent clear plaque formers, 4 had muta- 
tions mapping in the  operator-promoter region of 
the cZ gene, 55 in  base pairs 1-255 of the gene, 45 
between  base pairs 256 and 714, 3 were apparently 
cy mutants, 1 was either a cZI or cIIZ mutant,  and 5 
were not reliably mapped. Of the 55 mutations 
between  base pairs 1 and 255,  50 were sequenced, as 
well  as  two  between  base pairs 256 and 350, as  shown 
in Figure 3 and summarized in Table 1. 

The most frequent mutation was the base  substi- 
tution. However, irradiated prophage  differed from 
irradiated phage in that both G: C and A: T base 
pairs were incorporated, instead  of the almost  exclu- 
sive incorporation of A : T in irradiated phage. 

The second  most frequent mutation was the frame- 
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shift,  ten with  loss of a base, and  one with an  addition. 
Three of the frameshifts had  an associated base 
change  mutation, as also found  for mutagenesis by 
ultraviolet light (WOOD, SKOPEK and  HUTCHINSON 
1984; LECLERC et al. 1984; WOOD and  HUTCHINSON 
1987). 

Irradiated  prophage also differed  from  phage in 
having  mutations  in which gross rearrangements of 
the DNA have taken place. One was an IS5 element 
(ENGLER  and VAN BREE 1981) at base pair 292 (Figure 
3).  IS  elements  comprise  about  a third of spontaneous 
mutations in the c l  gene (SKOPEK and  HUTCHINSON 
1982), so the expected number of spontaneous  mu- 
tations with IS elements  in the  irradiated  prophage, 
in which the  spontaneous  rate is 5% of the total (see 
above), is 52 X 0.05 X % = 0.9. Thus,  the  one 
observed is probably of spontaneous  origin;  that is, 
it cannot  be  concluded  that  gamma rays increase the 
frequency of IS insertions. 

The other two rearrangements  are  more interest- 
ing.  Figure  4 shows that both  might arise from  a 
hairpin  structure  centered  around base pair  165:  a 
direct  repeat  from  a  hairpin  (Figure 4A) much as 
ALBERTINI et al. (1982) have suggested for  the  for- 
mation of a  deletion, and a  quasi-inverted repeat by 
the polymerase copying one  strand in a  hairpin 
instead  of the complementary strand  (Figure 4B), as 
suggested by GLICKMAN  and RIPLEY (1984).  Note that 
the polymerase must have been  traveling in the 
indicated  direction to make either  structure. Since 
the DNA replication fork  in  the  prophage moves 
from  the carboxy terminus of the c l  gene to the 
amino  end,  the mutations would be  made in copying 
the  leading  strand, if formed  during DNA replica- 
tion. These  are  the only two such mutations found 
in  more  than 600 cl mutations  induced by agents 
other  than ionizing radiation and sequenced in this 
laboratory, so it is  likely that  both  are  the result of 
the action of gamma rays. 

Presumably the direct and inverted  repeats arise 
because of symmetries in the base sequences in the 
two strands of the DNA double helix, and  the dia- 
grams show only one way in which complementary 
base pairing could give rise to the observed  mutations. 
Quite different  structures  during DNA replication, 
recombination or  repair could give rise to the 
changed sequences. 

DISCUSSION 

Base  substitutions  that are independent of S O S  
functions: The simplest explanation for base substi- 
tutions  that do not  require SOS processing, mostly 
G:C to A: T transitions  (Table I), is mispairing of 
adenine with a  deaminated  radiation  product of 
cytosine during DNA replication. Detectable levels of 
uracil have not  been found in irradiated  DNA,  but 

about  half of the radiation  products of cytosine are 
deaminated  (HUTCHINSON  1985),  and  these  might 
code as thymine. It should be noted  that  a  common 
radiation  product of thymine,  thymine glycol, codes 
as thymine and is apparently  nonmutagenic (IDE, 
Kow and WALLACE 1985). 

Base  substitutions  in  irradiated  phage  that  are  de- 
pendent on SOS response: One possible assumption 
is that, in wild-type cells, the observed mutations are 
the  sum of recA-independent and recA-dependent 
processes. This would suggest that -48 X 1/7 X 2/ 
3 = 4.6 of the 20 G:C to A:T transitions  (Table  1) 
might be recA-independent, and  the  remaining 15 or 
16, recA-dependent; the contributions of recA-inde- 
pendent processes to other types of mutations are 
too small to  determine. The alternative is that SOS- 
dependent  repair removes some or all  of the lesions 
leading  to  the recA-independent mutations; this can- 
not  be  excluded,  but it is not consistent with the 
mechanism hypothesized above. 

The most common  mutation  induced by gamma 
rays in  lambda  phage assayed in SOS-induced cells 
is a base substitution in which a base pair is replaced 
by an  A:T pair  (Table  1). 

A similar mutational specificity has been previously 
reported (SCHAAPER, KUNKEL and LOEB 1983). In 
depurinated single-strand DNA M13 phage,  47 As, 
22 Ts, 9 Gs and 1  C were substituted  opposite an 
apurinic site by a process that was SOS-dependent 
(KUNKEL 1984). In gamma-irradiated  phage, the  mu- 
tational  spectrum  could result from AP (apurinic or 
apyrimidinic) sites, formed  either by hydrolysis of a 
damaged base, by the action of specific glycosylases 
(GATES and  LINN 1977; KATCHER and WALLACE 1983; 
BRENT  1983;  BREIMER and  LINDAHL 1984; HELLAND, 
DOETSCH and HASELTINE  1986), or a  radiation-in- 
duced alkali-labile site (HUTCHINSON 1985). In addi- 
tion,  damaged bases, as well as AP sites, could act as 
“noninstructional sites” with  selective incorporation 
of  A or T in  the complementary strand. 

Base  substitution  mutations  in  prophage: Table  1 
shows that, in prophage, A:T is substituted for  the 
original base pair  in  25  mutations and G:C substi- 
tuted in 13, whereas in phage assayed in SOS-induced 
cells, the  numbers  are 40 and 1, respectively. The 
following possibilities for  the  difference  have  been 
considered. 

1. Dqferent  mutagenic  lesions. For example, covalent 
DNA-protein cross-links formed by ionizing radiation 
(HUTCHINSON 1985; OLEINICK et al. 1986) would pre- 
sumably be lethal if formed between the DNA and 
coat proteins in a  phage,  and  therefore  not  muta- 
genic. Such lesions could  be  mutagenic in a  prophage. 

2.  Differences  in repair. Different enzymes might  act 
on  the cell chromosome and  on injected phage DNA; 
alternatively, the time available for  repair might be 
short  for  phage DNA replicated soon after injection, 
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but  much  longer  for  prophage replicated only once 
per cell  cycle. 
3. Level of mutagenesis. Changes  in  mutational spec- 

trum with gamma-ray  dose  have  been reported 
(GLICKMAN  1984). The 15-20-fold higher level of 
mutagenesis  in  lambda  phage  could  saturate  a repair 
system, or  the  prophage could have a  higher  pro- 
portion of mutations from a  mutagenic pathway that 
saturated  at low dose.  Induction of the SOS response 
saturates  at  a few  kR (Figure  2),  and induces  muta- 
tions in  untreated DNA (MILLER and Low 1984). 
However,  mutagenesis from SOS induction substi- 
tutes A:T pairs (MILLER and Low 1984), not  G:C, 
and  at  an estimated rate 0.1-0.5 x cl-/pro- 
phage (WOOD and HUTCHINSON  1987),  tenfold lower 
than  the  rate of substitution of G:C in these  experi- 
ments, 22.5 X 10-5/prophage. 

4. Induction of mutagenic processes in the host cell. 
Gamma-ray  irradiation of lysogens might  induce  both 
the SOS response and some  additional process such 
as that in E .  coli for  repair of oxidative damage 
(DEMPLE and HALBROOK  1983),  whereas ultraviolet 
irradiation of the host cells for  the  phage  experiments 
might  induce  only  the SOS response.  Gamma-irra- 
diated  phage showed about  the  same  number of 
mutantdpfu in host cells induced with gamma rays 
and with ultraviolet  light  (caption  to  Figure  2), but 
this is not  a sensitive test. 

A  reason  for  studying  mutagenesis  in  both  phage 
and  prophage was to determine  the effects of differ- 
ences in mutagenic lesions (1, above) and  repair (2, 
above).  Differences in induction  of host cells by 
gamma rays and by ultraviolet light (4) would be 
straightforward  to  determine,  but  the effects of dose 
(3) are  more of a  problem.  If the gamma-ray  dose  to 
phage is reduced  to give the  same low  level of 
mutagenesis as in prophage,  the  higher level of 
spontaneous  mutations in the  former,  compared to 
prophage, greatly increases the difficulty of the 
experiment. 

Absence of “hotspots” in base  substitutions: Base 
substitutions  induced by gamma rays in  the cl gene 
are clearly not  randomly  distributed: for  example, 
mutation is more likely at G: C pairs than  at A : T 
(Table 1). Although  the  data in the  cI  gene  are very 
limited, there  are  no signs of hotspots  (Figure 3), 
which suggests that  the probability of base change 
mutations is not very dependent  on local base 
sequence. 

Data more suitable for a  study of hotspots are those 
for  the  induction by gamma rays of 245 nonsense 
mutations  at 72 sites in  the E .  coli  lacZ gene  (GLICKMAN, 
RIETVELD  and  AARON 1980). In these data,  there  are 
too  many sites with small numbers to  apply  chi-square 
tests, and  more suitable statistical methods  (ADAMS 
and SKOPEK 1987) have  not yet been  used. The  data 
give the impression (KATO, ODA  and  GLICKMAN 1985) 

that  the base substitutions, while not strictly at  ran- 
dom,  appear to  be  much  more so than,  for  example, 
those for ultraviolet light,  nitrosoguanidine, etc. 
(COULONDRE and MILLER 1977). 

Frameshifts are  not distributed at  random (Figure 
l), but  are most likely to  occur in runs of identical 
base pairs. 

Comparison of gamma-ray-induced  base  substi- 
tutions in prophage  and in the E .  coli ZacZ gene: In 
the cl gene, 41 kR induced  14 X mutations per 
viable lysogen (RESULTS). From this result and  other 
data,  the average rate of induction of amber and ochre 
mutations in base pairs  1  to  255 of the cZ gene,  the 
region  for which the most data  are available, can  be 
calculated as 1.3 X 10-g/kR/siteS. In ZacZ, gamma 
rays induced amber and ochre mutations at a rate of 
2 X 10-g/kR/site (GLICKMAN, RIETVELD and  AARON 
1980), in agreement with the  rate in c l ,  within the 
considerable errors involved. 

The relative frequencies of different kinds of base 
substitution  mutations  induced in c1 and in lacZ by 
gamma rays are also quite similar (Table  2). The lack 
of obvious hotspots  in base substitution  mutations 
(above) helps make this a valid comparison. 

Frameshifts  induced by  gamma  rays: Three 
frameshifts in gamma-irradiated prophage have  a 
nearby base substitution; too few mutants were se- 
quenced  to  be able to say whether  the absence of 
such  mutations  in  irradiated  phage was significant or 
not  at  the  95%  confidence level. It has been  suggested 
that ultraviolet  light  might form such  double  events 
by the  incorporation  of a base opposite  a  radiation 
product, destabilizing the replicating DNA double 
helix to the  extent of causing a  frameshift  in  a run 
of identical base pairs just 3’ to  the mismatch (WOOD 
and HUTCHINSON  1987).  Gamma rays may form such 
double  mutations in a similar manner. 

An alternative suggestion (KUNKEL 1985) is based 
on his observation  that, for several polymerases, the 
greater  the processivity the lower the  error rate. A 
lesion that blocked the progress of a polymerase 
might  both  induce  a base change  mutation  and, 
because of reduced processivity, increase the chance 
of  another nearby  mutation. 

Gross DNA  rearrangements  induced by  gamma 
rays: No  large  deletions of hundreds of bases or 
more were found  in  either phage or  in  prophage. 
However, this may mean only that  such  deletions in 

and HUTCHINSON 1987), which reduces the  induced  rate to about 7 x 10-5 
’ AB1 157 lysogens contain about two copies of lambda  prophage (WOOD 

mutations  per  prophage. Of 108 mutations induced in prophage by gamma 
rays, 38 were single base changes in base pairs 1 to 255, the region in which 
many base substitutions that change the amino acid are detectible as 
mutations (see MATERIALS AND METHODS). Of 453 base change mutations 
induced in this region by a variety of agents, 29 were amber and ochre 
(HUTCHINSON and WOOD 1987). Thus, gamma rays should  induce such 
mutations in  base pairs 1-255 of the cI gene at  about 7 X lo-’ x 38/108 
X 29/453 x 1/41 = 42 X lO-’/kR, or 1.3 x lO-’/kR at each of the 33 
sites in base pairs 1-255 at which a single base change can induce  an  amber 
or ochre  mutation. 
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TABLE 2 

Relative  frequencies of base  substitution  mutations  induced  by  gamma  rays in E.  coli lacl gene“ and  in  base  pairs 1 to 255 of the 
lambda  prophage cl gene (from Table 1) 

Lambda cI 

lacl amber 

l a d  ochre 

No. of sitesb 
No. of Mutants 
Relative frequency” 

No. of sites 
No. of mutants 
Relative frequency 

No. of sites 
No. of mutants 
Relative frequency 

G:C+T:A 

93 
6 
0.44 

10 
35 

0.65 

13 
33 

0.62 

A:T+T:A A:T+C:G G:C+C:G 

127 127 93 
8 1 4 
0.43 0.06  0.3 

5 4  3 
8 13 4 
0.3  0.6  0.3 

1 1  
20 

0.45 

a Data from GLICKMAN, RIETVELD and AARON (1980). 
* The  number of sites for a particular base substitution in the cI gene is taken as the number between base pairs 1 and 255 at which 

the base substitution changes the amino acid, because a large fraction of these changes affect the repressor activity enough to score as a 
mutation (HUTCHINSON  and WOOD 1987). 

Relative frequency of a particular type of mutation is defined as the number of mutations of the given  speicific type per site, normalized 
to a frequency of 1.0 for  the most common mutation, the G : C  to A:T transition. To illustrate by an example, the relative frequency of 
G:C to T: A transversions that form amber mutations in l a d  is given by 35/10 = 3.5 mutations/site, divided by the frequency of C:C to 
A:T transitions, 75/14 = 5.37 mutations/site, or 3.5/5.37 = 0.65. 

the lambda cI gene usually give nonviable phage  and 
are  therefore  not efficiently detected. 

Deletions are known to form a  considerable  fraction 
of forward  mutations  induced by ionizing radiation 
in T 4  phage  (CONKLING,  GRUNAU  and DRAKE 1976), 
bacteria  (SCHWARTZ and BECKWITH 1969) and mam- 
malian cells (TINDALL et al. 1984; THACKER 1985). 
Also, ultraviolet light does  not  induce  large  deletions 
in  the lambda cI gene in either  phage or  prophage 
(WOOD, SKOPEK  and  HUTCHINSON 1984; WOOD and 
HUTCHINSON  1987),  but  does in other prokaryotic 
genes.  A  deletion  removing  either of the essential 
promoters P R  (immediately to the  right of cI on  the 
genetic map)  or PL (to  the left of cI,  about 2400 base 
pairs from P R )  would produce a  phage  that would 
not be  detected.  If  the  deletions  induced by gamma 
rays are typically larger  than  2 kilobases, as implied 
by the  papers cited above, few would be found  in 
this assay. 

Point  mutation  rates in bacterial  and  mammalian 
cells: In lambda lysogens, 41 kR of gamma rays 
induced 7 X CI mutations per  prophage, (see 
footnote 3), or about 1/6 X l op5  mutations per  gene 
per kR, mostly point  mutations. In  CHO cells, ion- 
izing radiation  induced  forward  mutations in the hprt 
gene  at  about  7 X 10-5/kR, and essentially all were 
gross rearrangements  (STANKOWSKI and HSIE 1986). 

Most damage by gamma rays to DNA in cells occurs 
from OH radicals formed in the solution immediately 
surrounding  the DNA, and  the  rate of DNA single- 
strand breakage is similar in bacterial and mammalian 
cells (HUTCHINSON  1985);  therefore  the  induction of 
base damage  should also be similar in the two  cases. 
If, in prokaryotes and eukaryotes, the coding se- 
quences for genes are similar in length  and  the 

mutagenic processes are similar, point  mutations in 
mammalian cells should arise at a  frequency of 0.1- 
0.2 X 10-5/kR. Since this is much less than  the 
observed  forward  rate, only a small fraction of the 
mutations  induced by gamma rays in mammalian 
cells should be point  mutations, as observed  (STAN- 
KOWSKI and  HSIE 1986). 

Linear  induction of mutations in E .  coli cells at 
low doses of ionizing  radiation: At low doses, the 
induction of mutations in  cells by ionizing radiation 
is approximately  linear  in dose (BRIDGES,  LAW and 
MUNSON 1968; KONDO et al. 1970; BRIDGES, DENNIS 
and MUNSON 1970; ISHII  and KONDO 1972; BRIDGES 
and MOTTERSHEAD 1978).  For low  levels  of ultraviolet 
light, mutagenesis varies as the  square of the  fluence 
(ZELLE, OGG and  HOLLAENDER 1958; DOUDNEY  and 
YOUNG 1962; BRIDGES, ROTHWELL and GREEN  1973; 
WITKIN  and GEORGE  1973); this quadratic  depen- 
dence is thought to  result  from  the  linear  formation 
of lesions in the  mutated  gene, plus linear  induction 
of the SOS response  (WITKIN  1976). 

Assuming that mutagenesis by ionizing radiation 
depends  in  an analogous way on mutagenic lesions 
in the DNA and  the level  of the SOS response, then 
mutation  should vary  with gamma ray dose  D as D 
x (7 + 39 [ l  - exp-D/2.5]), see caption  to  Figure 
2. A log-log plot of this expression varies as for 
D  between  2 and 20 kR, with a discrepency of only 
30%  at 1 kR.  Most  “low dose”  mutation  data are  for 
1  to 20 kR,  with large errors at  1 kR because induced 
rates are not  much above background.  Thus, most 
measurements of mutagenesis induced by ionizing 
radiation  are at doses at which the SOS response is 
substantially induced, causing mutations  to  increase 
nearly linearly with  D. 
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Different  mechanisms of gamma ray mutagenesis 
in E .  coli: The results  in this paper show that  there 
are a number  of  different mechanisms by which 
gamma rays  induce  mutations in E.  coli, and,  in 
several cases, specific mechanisms by which these 
mutations are induced  can  be  suggested. It must  be 
emphasized that in no case has the fraction of gamma 
ray  mutations  formed by the suggested mechanism 
been  determined. However, there  are reasons for 
believing that each of the mechanisms listed could 
be involved. 
Pu: P F A :  T or T:A-The suggested mechanism 

is formation of a  “noninformational site” such  as an 
AP site, which induces  such  mutations by an SOS- 
dependent process (KUNKEL 1984). 

G : C+A : T-This recA-independent process might 
occur by a  deaminated  radiation  product of cytosine 
coding as thymine. 
Pu: P y G :  C or C : G-This  is much  more  promi- 

nant in irradiated  prophage  than  phage. Several 
possible mechanisms are considered. 

Frameshifts-Two mechanisms are considered by 
which a damaged base could  encourage  frameshifts 
in a following run of identical bases by a  slippage 
mechanism (STREISINGER et al. 1966). 

It is encouraging  that,  for a  mutagenic  agent as 
complicated as gamma rays, it is now feasible to 
formulate specific suggestions for  the mechanisms 
responsible for  the various types of mutations found 
in  the mutagenic  spectrum. 
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